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For given laser output power, object under investigation and photodiode noise level, we 
have theoretically compared the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of a heterodyne scanning 
imager based on a Michelson interferometer and of an autodyne setup based on the Laser 
Optical Feedback Imaging (LOFI) technique. In both cases, the image is obtained point by 
point. In the heterodyne configuration, the beating between the reference beam and the 
signal beam is realized outside the laser cavity (i.e. directly on the detector), while in the 
autodyne configuration, the wave beating takes place inside the laser cavity and therefore 
is indirectly detected. In the autodyne configuration, where the laser relaxation oscillations 
play a leading role, we have compared 1D scans obtained by numerical simulations with 
different lasers dynamical parameters. Finally we have determined the best laser for LOFI 
applications and the experimental conditions for which the LOFI detection setup (autodyne 
interferometer) is competitive comparing to a heterodyne interferometer. © 2010 Optical 
Society of America  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Photodetectors are sensitive to the power (photon flux) but not to the phase of an incident 
optical wave. However, the complex amplitude (magnitude and phase) of this wave can be 
measured by mixing it with a coherent reference wave of stable frequency. By shifting the 
frequency of one of these waves, we get the so-called heterodyne interferometry. Resulting from 
this shift, the interference between the two waves produces an intensity modulation at the beat 
frequency measured by the photodetector. In this paper, we refer to autodyne laser interferometry 
when the heterodyne wave mixing takes place inside the cavity of the laser source, while we 
speak about heterodyne laser interferometry when the mixing is realized directly on the 
photodetector (i.e. outside the laser cavity). 
Since the development of the first laser in 1960, laser heterodyne interferometry has 
become a useful technique at the basis of high accuracy measurement systems for scientific and 
industrial applications [1]. For imaging purposes, optical heterodyning in combination with laser 
scanning microscopy was suggested more than 30 years ago [2] and was later combined with low 
coherence light for biological or medical observation [3-6]. Heterodyne interferometry is photon 
shot-noise limited and therefore extremely sensitive [7-9]. 
More recently, the sensitivity of laser dynamics to frequency-shifted optical feedback has 
been used in autodyne interferometry, for example in self-mixing laser Doppler velocimetry 
[10,11], vibrometry [12], near field microscopy [13,14]  and laser optical feedback imaging 
(LOFI) experiments. [15-17]. More precisely, the laser optical feedback imaging (LOFI) 
technique is a powerful imaging method combining the great accuracy of optical interferometry 
with the very high sensitivity of class B lasers to optical feedback [18,19]. In this autodyne 
method, thanks to a resonant amplification of the optical beating, relative feedback power as low 
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as 10-13 (-130 dB) are then detectable in a 1 KHz detection bandwidth, with a laser output power 
of a few milliwatts only. The LOFI method is therefore also shot noise limited [18].  
Compared to conventional optical heterodyne detection, frequency-shifted optical 
feedback shows intensity modulation contrast higher by several orders of magnitude (typically 
103 for a laser diode and 106 for a microchip laser) [15]. The maximum of the modulation is 
obtained when the shift frequency is resonant with the laser relaxation oscillation frequency, 
typically 1 GHz for a laser diode and 1 MHz for a microchip laser. The signal gain is given by 
the cavity damping rate to the population-inversion damping rate ratio [15,18]. In the resonant 
condition, an optical feedback level as low as -170 dB (i.e. 10-17compared to the intracavity 
power) has been detected [11]. In a LOFI experiment, the beating signal and the laser quantum 
noise are both resonantly amplified near the relaxation frequency, i.e. they follow the same gain 
curves. As a result, the signal to noise ratio of the LOFI method is frequency independent [18]. 
Therefore, the laser relaxation frequency and the value of the LOFI gain seem to have no 
particular importance.  
The objective of this paper is twofold: firstly to determine the best laser to realize an 
autodyne LOFI interferometer and secondly to determine analytically the real gain and the main 
advantages of an autodyne LOFI interferometer compared to a conventional heterodyne 
Michelson interferometer. This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we give a basic 
description of the two types (autodyne and heterodyne) of experimental setups. In the second 
section, we recall the LOFI signal induced by the resonant beating inside the laser cavity, the 
LOFI noise induced by the laser quantum noise and finally, for a given detection noise level, we 
determine the laser parameters which optimize (sensitivity, dynamic range, ..) the LOF imaging 
setup for reflectivity measurements. In the third section, we compare the signal to noise ratio of 
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the Michelson setup (heterodyne detection) to the LOFI setup (autodyne detection), to determine 
the real gain of the LOFI method. Finally we conclude clearly on the advantages and 
disadvantages of the LOFI method compared to a Michelson interferometer in terms of signal to 
noise ratio, dynamic range and simplicity of implementation.    
2. STUDIED INTERFEROMETRIC SETUPS 
A schematic diagram of the LOFI experimental setup (i.e. the autodyne experimental 
interferometer) is shown in Fig. 1(a). Typically, the laser is a CW Nd3+:YAG microchip lasing at 
the wavelength =1064 nm with an output power of the order of  mW10Pout   and a typical 
relaxation frequency of MHz1FR  [20]. The laser beam is sent towards a frequency shifter that 
is composed of two acousto-optic deflectors (AOD), respectively supplied by a RF signal at 81.5 
MHz and 81.5 MHz+Fe/2 where Fe is the shift frequency after a round trip. The diffracted beam 
(order -1) of the first AOD and the diffracted beam (order+1) of the second AOD are selected. At 
this stage, the resulting optical frequency shift of the laser beam is Fe/2. Next, the beam is sent to 
the target using a galvanometric scanner composed by two rotating mirrors. A part of the light 
diffracted and/or scattered by the target is then reinjected inside the laser cavity after a second 
pass in the galvanometric scanner and the frequency shifter. Therefore, the optical frequency of 
the reinjected light is shifted by Fe. This frequency can be adjusted and is typically of the order 
of the laser relaxation frequency FR. For the geometrical point of view, the laser beam waist and 
the laser focal spot on the target under investigation are optically conjugated through the Lenses 
L1 and L2.  The amount of optical feedback is characterized by the effective power reflectivity 
( eR ) of the target,  where eR  takes into account, the target albedo, the numerical aperture of the 
collecting optics, the AOD efficiencies and the transmission of all of the optical components 
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(except for the beam splitter which is addressed separately) and the overlap of the retro-diffused 
field with the Gaussian cavity beam [18]. In the case of a weak optical feedback, the coherent 
interaction (beating) between the lasing electric field and the frequency-shifted reinjected field 
leads to a modulation of the laser output power. For the detection purpose, a fraction of the 
output beam of the microchip laser is sent to a photodiode by means of a beam splitter 
characterized by a power reflectivity bsR . The photodiode is assumed to have a quantum 
efficiency of 100%. The voltage delivered by the photodiode is finally analyzed by a lock-in 
amplifier which gives the LOFI signal (i.e. the magnitude and the phase of the retro-diffused 
electric field) at the demodulation frequency Fe [21, 22]. Experimentally, the LOFI images are 
obtained pixel by pixel (i.e. point by point, line after line) by full 2D galvanometric scanning. 
A schematic diagram of the Michelson experimental setup (i.e. the autodyne 
experimental interferometer) is shown on Fig. 1(b). Compared to Fig. 1(a), the only differences 
are: the optical isolator which prevents any optical feedback in the laser source, the beam splitter 
orientation and the reference mirror (RM) which allows the mixing of the reference wave with 
the signal wave directly on the detector. In this configuration, the delivered voltage is also 
analyzed by a lock-in amplifier. 
Thus, for given laser output power, target and photodiode noise level, the experimental 
setups shown on Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), enable a direct comparison of the sensitivity of a heterodyne 
imaging setup based on a Michelson interferometer and of an autodyne interferometer based on a 
Laser Optical Feedback Imaging (LOFI) method. At this point, one can already notice that, 
compared to the heterodyne setup, the autodyne setup does not require complex alignment. More 
precisely, the LOFI setup is even always self-aligned because the laser simultaneously fulfills the 
function of the source (i.e. the emitter) and of the photodetector (i.e. the receptor).  
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3. AUTODYNE INTERFEROMETER (LOFI SETUP) 
A. LOFI signal 
In the case of weak ( 1R e  ) frequency shifted optical feedback, the dynamical behavior 
of a re-injected solid-state laser can be described by the following set of equations [18, 19]:  
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where, N(t) is the population inversion, )t(Ec and )t(c are respectively the slowly varying 
amplitude and the optical phase of the laser electric field, c  is the laser cavity frequency which 
is assumed resonant with the atomic frequency,   is the optical running laser frequency, B is the 
Einstein coefficient, 1  is the decay rate of the population inversion, c  is the laser cavity decay 
rate, and 01N  is the pumping rate.  From a dynamical point of view, the optical feedback is 
characterized by three parameters, the optical shift frequency ( eF ), the photon round trip time 
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between the laser and the target ( e ) and the re-injection rate of the feedback electric field ( e ) 
defined by:  
   bsece R1R  ,  (2) 
where, compared to Ref. [18], we have taken the beam splitter reflectivity bsR  into account to 
quantify the amount of light coming back inside the laser cavity [see Fig. 1]. Regarding the 
noise, the laser quantum fluctuations are described by the conventional Langevin noise 
functions  tFN ,  tF cE  and  tF c , which have a zero mean value and a white noise type 
correlation function [23, 24]. In the set of Eqs. (1), the periodic functions express the beating (i.e. 
the coherent interaction) between the lasing and the feedback electric fields. The net laser gain is 
then modulated by the re-injected light at the optical shift frequency eF . As a result, the photon 
output rate   2ccout tE)t(p   (number of photons per second) is periodically modulated [18]: 
       tF2cosRR1p)F(G2ptp eebsouteoutout ,   (3)  
where,  1
B
p 1cout   is the mean value the photon output rate and B
N
c
0
  is the 
pumping parameter.  Using Eq. (3), one can define (in the customary way for interferometry) the 
modulation contrast (MC) of the autodyne wave mixing:  
   ebse
out
eeout RR1)F(G2
p
)R,F(p  . (4) 
In Eq. (4), )F(G e  describes the amplification gain of the autodyne waves mixing, with:  
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where  2)1(F c1R is the laser relaxation oscillation frequency and  2F 1R  is 
related to the damping rate of the relaxation oscillations [15].   
At this point, one can noticed that Eqs. (3) (4) and (5) which have been obtained after a 
linearization of the set of Eqs. (1) are only valid for small modulation amplitude  
(   1RR1)F(G2 ebse    ) and whatever the experimental conditions, the saturation of the 
laser output power  modulation always limits the modulation contrast to unity 
( 1
p
)R,F(p0
out
eeout  )  
Using a lock-in amplifier to demodulate the photodiode voltage, we finally obtain the 
LOFI signal, which we define as follows:  
        
2
pRR1RFG2
2
R,FpRF,RS outebsbseeeoutbseeLOFI
  .  (6) 
 In a LOFI experiment, because the laser simultaneously fulfills the functions of the 
source and the detector, the saturation level is defined as the effective reflectivity corresponding 
to a maximum modulation of the laser output power (MC=1):  
      2bse2eSat R1
1
FG
1
4
1FR   (7) 
which corresponds to the following value for the LOFI signal: 
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   
2
pR
F,RSS outbsesatLOFISat  , (8) 
In this paper, whatever the experimental conditions (i.e. whatever the laser power and the 
amount of optical feedback), we supposed that the laser saturation level (MC=1) is always below 
the saturation level of the detection setup (photodiode and/or lock-in).  
In a LOFI interferometer, a particularly interesting situation is the resonance case 
( Re FF  ) where the LOFI signal gain (i.e. the autodyne gain) becomes: 
  

1
c
R )F(G . (9) 
Thus, for a LOFI setup, the most important parameter is the cavity damping rate to the 
population-inversion damping rate ratio ( 1c  ). For a microchip laser, this ratio is typically of 
the order of 106 [10] and the main advantage of the LOFI detection technique seems to come 
from this resonant amplification of the optical wave mixing [10, 15, 18]. For example, assuming 
a pumping rate of 2  and a 50/50 split ratio ( 5.0R bs  ), a maximum output power 
modulation (MC=1) is obtained for a very weak feedback level corresponding to an effective 
reflectivity of   12RSat 104FR  . 
 
B. LOFI signal to noise ratio   
Without optical feedback ( 0e  ), the set of Eqs. (1), allows us to study the laser 
quantum fluctuations induced by the Langevin noise terms (  tFN ,  tF cE  and  tF c ). For small 
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fluctuations, Eqs. (1) can be linearized around its steady state which leads to the power density 
spectrum of the laser output power quantum fluctuations [18, 25]:  
        FGtp2
FF)FF(
FF
4
p2FPD 2out22
R
222
R
22
R
2
2
c
outLaser 


 .  (10) 
The LOFI noise power, detected by the photodiode (i.e. after the beam splitter reflection) and the 
lock-in amplifier, in a bandwidth F  around the feedback shift frequency eF , is then given by: 
    



2/FF
2/FF
Laserbse
2
Laser
e
e
dFFPDR2F,FN . (11) 
If the detection bandwidth is narrower than the resonance width ( RFF  ) the noise is then 
simply given by: 
       FFGtpR2F,FN eoutbseLaser  . (12) 
At this point, one can notice that the resonant amplification gain )F(G e  present in the LOFI 
signal [see Eq. (6)], is also present in the LOFI noise and, as a result, the signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) of the LOFI setup is frequency independent: 
     bse
outbs
eLaser
eeLOFI R1R
F2
pR
F,FN
F,RS  , (13) 
and, as mentioned above, the relaxation frequency seems to be of no particular importance. 
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For example, with a laser output power mW10Pout   ( s/photons1036.5p 16out   at 
nm1064 ), a detection bandwidth kHz1F  and a beam splitter reflectivity 5.0R bs  , 
whatever the shift frequency may be (resonant or non-resonant), the minimum measurable 
reflectivity value (resulting in SNR=1) is equal to: 
     132bsoutbsLaser 103R1
1
pR
F2FR 
  . (14) 
Physically, Eq. (14) means that, during the integration time (
F2
1T  ), only bsR1  reflected 
photons are detected:  
 
 
bs
out
2
bsLaser
R
1
F2
pR1R 

.  (15) 
Therefore, in the LOFI setup, the beam splitter reflectivity ( bsR ) appearing in Eqs .(6) and (11), 
and finally in the right hand term of Eq. (15), can be interpreted as the quantum efficiency of the 
LOFI detection (indirect detection by a photodiode). 
 For a laser output power mW8.8Pout   (i.e. s/photons107.4p 16out   at 
nm1064 ), Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show respectively the power spectra of the LOFI signal  
 ee2LOFI F,RS  and of the LOFI noise  F,FN e2Laser  . The power spectra are normalized (i.e. 
rescaled) by dividing them by the quantum shot noise level ( F2pout  ). As a result, the 0dB 
level corresponds to the shot noise level. As already mentioned, the LOFI signal and the LOFI 
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noise exhibit the same resonance and as a result, the signal to noise ratio of the LOFI setup is 
frequency independent and is given by:    100Hz600,FN ,102RS e2Laser e
11
e
2
LOFI 

 (i.e. 20 dB). 
Now, by taking into account the detection noise which is assumed to be a white noise 
[see Fig. 2(d)], the signal to noise ratio of the LOFI setup is shot noise limited only within a 
frequency range close to the laser relaxation frequency (   FFF e ) where the laser quantum 
noise [Fig. 2(c)] is higher than the detection noise [Fig. 2(d)]. At this point, one can understand 
that the main advantages of the resonant amplification of the LOFI signal and of the LOFI noise 
are to obtain, in a very simple way, with a conventional photodiode and with no complex 
alignment, a shot noise limited setup for interferometric measurements.   
C. Optimization of the LOFI measurement dynamic range 
To get a LOFI signal which is shot noise limited and also not saturated, the following 
inequalities need to be satisfied:   
       2Satee2LOFIe2Laser2Detector SF,RSF,FNFN  , (16) 
where we assume a white detection noise [Fig. 2(d)], with the following level (in photon units):  
     F2
hc
Hz/W106FN
9
Detector 





. (17) 
By using Eq. (6) to replace the laser output power modulation by the effective reflectivity, Eq. 
(16) can be rewritten:  
      eSateLasereDetector FRRFRF,FR   (18) 
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where  eSat FR is given by Eq. (7),  FR Laser   is given by Eq. (14) and where: 
      
 
2
out
2
ectordet
2
bs
2
bse
2eDetector p
FN
RR1
1
FG
1
2
1F,FR  . (19) 
 From the point of view of the detection, the best LOFI configuration in terms of 
sensitivity and dynamic range, is obtained when the shift frequency eF  is equal to F (or F ), i.e. 
one of the values where, the laser noise intercepts  the white detection noise on Fig. 2. Indeed for 
 FFe  (or  FFe ), and with the experimental conditions used to obtain the power spectra 
shown on Fig. 2, one obtains: 
      5Sate13Laser 105.4RR102Hz600R   .  (20) 
In these conditions, the LOFI setup is therefore shot noise limited [see Eq. (15)], and has a 
dynamic range of  dB84 , given by the ratio LaserSat RR .  
For :FFFF Re    one obtains:  
     8RSate13Laser 104FRR102Hz600R   .  (21) 
The LOFI setup is therefore still shot noise limited, but it has a lower dynamic range ( dB53 ), 
induced by the resonant amplification of the LOFI signal and of the LOFI noise which are both 
closer to the saturation level [see Fig. 2].   
 
Finally, for  FF5.1F Re  the LOFI detection is now limited by the detection noise: 
      5Rsate13Rectordet 107F5.1RR103Hz600,F5.1R   .  (22) 
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In these conditions, the LOFI setup is no more shot noise limited, but it still has the highest 
dynamic range ( dB83 ). 
 
Otherwise, by working at the resonance frequency ( Re FF  ), the smallest reflectivity 
measurable with the LOFI setup can be determined by writing:  
    F,FNFN R2Laser2Detector    (23) 
which is equivalent to:  
    FRF,FR LaserRDetector  .  (24) 
Using Eq. (23) [or Eq. (24)], the optimum value for the LOFI gain can be established:  
    
 
out
9
bsoutbs
Detector
opt1
c
Ropt
p
hc
Hz/W106
R2
1
FpR2
FNFG













. (25) 
The LOFI gain of the optimum laser is thus simply given by the ratio between the power density 
spectra of the detection noise level and the shot noise level.  
For the same output power, the same laser relaxation frequency and the same 
experimental detection conditions, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 allow a comparison of the power spectra of 
the LOFI signal, the LOFI noise and the detection noise obtained for two different values of the 
LOFI gain. In Fig. 3, the LOFI gain is optimum ( 146
opt1
c 




 ) and the best shift frequency is 
the relaxation frequency where the LOFI detection is shot noise limited and has also the highest 
dynamic range: 
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     5Rsate13Laser 105.4FRR102Hz600R    (26) 
 
while in Fig. 2 the LOFI gain is higher than the optimum value 
opt1
c3
1
c 105 










and, as already mentioned, the best shift frequency (in terms of 
sensitivity and dynamic range for the LOFI sensor) is not the laser relaxation oscillation 
frequency, but F (or F ). At this point one can verify that for this frequency the gain is  also 
equal to the optimum gain:  
opt1
cFG 




 . 
 
To drive the point home, let’s notice that the use of a microchip laser, with a very high value of 
the LOFI gain parameter 
opt1
c5
1
c 105 









   as used in Refs. [10] or [15] is not so 
interesting. Indeed, a high gain is interesting from the signal point of view, which is resonantly 
amplified [see Eq. (6)] but also from the detection point of view which is shot noise limited [see 
Eq. (15)], because the resonant quantum noise of the laser is above the detection noise. 
Unfortunately, a high gain is uninteresting for the dynamic range of the detection which is for 
example very low ( dB13 ) when working at the resonance frequency, due to the fact that the laser 
noise level is very close to the laser saturation level:  
     12Rsate13Laser 104FRR102Hz600R   . (27) 
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With this kind of laser having a very high LOFI gain, to obtain the maximum value of the 
dynamic range (83 dB), the best shift frequency is very far from the resonance ( RF7F  ) and 
the high resonant amplification effect seems to be unimportant [26]. 
 
To conclude this section, we have numerically compared the dynamical behavior of two 
lasers having the same output power and the same relaxation frequency, but having different 
values of the LOFI gain (    1cRFG ). Figure 4 shows 1D scans extracted from the 
measured output power modulation obtained from the numerical integration of the set of Eqs. (1) 
by a Runge-Kutta method. The target under investigation is a reflectivity stair composed of four 
steps. The first step ( 0R e  ) allows to the observe the effect of the Langevin  noise terms (i.e. 
the effect of the Laser quantum noise), while the other steps ( 0R e  ) allow observation of the 
effects of increasing effective reflectivities combined with  the laser noise. 
For the laser, having the lower value of the LOFI gain (   4R 101FG  ), the numerical 
results shown on Fig. 4(c) are in good agreement with the analytical predictions. Indeed, when 
the effective reflectivity is multiplied by a factor 100 (step n°2 to step n°4), the modulation 
contrast increases by a factor 10, while when the effective reflectivity is multiplied by a factor 4 
(step n°3 to step n°4) the modulation contrast increases by a factor 2. Moreover, in Table 1, the 
modulation contrast (MC) and the signal to noise ratio SNR, numerically determined using the 
results of Fig. 4(c) and analytically calculated [from Eqs. (4) and (13)], are very close. One can 
notice that the results are in good agreement because the experimental conditions are below the 
saturation level (   9Rsat104,e 105.2FR10R   ). With the same laser (   4R 101FG  ), by 
increasing the detection bandwidth [Figs. 4(d)], one can observe that the values of the 
modulation contrast are always the same but are now accompanied by an increase of the noise 
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level. As a result, the second step ( 122,e 10R
 ) of the reflectivity stair, is now very close to the 
noise level. For this bandwidth ( kHz6.66F  ) the modulation contrast (MC) and the signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) calculated analytically and determined numerically [from Fig. 4(d)] are again 
in good agreement (see Tab. 1). Finally, in Table 1, the comparison of the results obtained in the 
low speed configuration ( Hz666F  ) with the results obtained in the high speed configuration 
( kHz6.66F  ), confirms that the SNR decreases by a factor 10 when the detection bandwidth 
increases by a factor 100. 
Now, by increasing the value of the LOFI gain (   5R 105FG  ), one can observe [Fig. 
4(a) or 4(b)], that the modulation contrast is higher. This result is in agreement with the 
theoretical prediction of Eq. (4), where the modulation contrast increases with the value of the 
LOFI gain. By comparing Figs. 4(a) and  4(b) with respectively Figs. 4(c) and  4(d), one can also 
observe that the signal to noise ratio is lower with the laser having the higher LOFI gain, 
independently of the detection bandwidth ( Hz666F  or kHz6.66F  ). By increasing the 
value of the LOFI gain, the degradation of the signal to noise ratio comes from both the resonant 
amplification of the laser noise [see Eq. (12)] and the saturation of the LOFI signal. The 
saturation effect is clearly visible if we compare, for example, the relative height of the second 
and fourth steps on Fig. 4(a). Indeed, for these two steps, the effective reflectivity is multiplied 
by a factor 100  while the modulation contrast increases only by a factor 3. The saturation effect 
is also visible in Table 2 where for both SNR and MC, the numerical results [obtained from Fig. 
4(a) and 4(b)], are always lower than the analytical ones [obtained from Eqs. (4) and (13)]. At 
this point one can notice that the saturation effect observed numerically, can not be obtained 
analytically due to the fact that Eq (4), and finally Eq. (13), are obtained after a linearization of 
the set of Eqs. (1), i.e. far way from the saturation conditions [18].  Moreover, one can also 
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notice that the condition ( RFF  ), mentioned for the derivation of  Eq. (13), is  not satisfied 
for the numerical simulation shown on Fig. 4(b) ( kHz6.66F   and kHz3FR  ). 
Finally the numerical images shown on Figs. 4, and the comparison of the numerical and 
of the analytical values of MC and SNR shown in Tables 1 and 2, allow to conclude that the 
higher signal (i.e. the higher modulation contrast) is obtained for the laser with higher value of 
the LOFI gain, but that the best images (i.e. the highest SNR) is obtained when using the laser 
with the lower value of the LOFI gain. 
 
4. MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER AGAINST LOFI 
INTERFEROMETER 
The main objective of this section is to compare the signal to noise ratio of a Michelson 
interferometer (i.e. a heterodyne setup) with the one of a LOFI interferometer (i.e. an autodyne 
setup).  
In the autodyne setup [Fig. 1(b)], the power (number of photons) of the reference wave 
which goes to the detector is given by: 
   outbsbsref pR1Rp   (28) 
while the power of the signal wave obeys to: 
   outebsbssig pRR1Rp   (29) 
and finally, the demodulation of the heterodyne output power modulation by the means of a lock-
in amplifier allows us to obtain the heterodyne signal: 
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    
2
pRR1R2
2
pp2
RS outebsbssigrefeHetero
 . (30) 
which is supposed to be always below the saturation level of the detection setup (photodiode and 
lock-in).  
The comparison of the heterodyne signal given by Eq. (30) with the autodyne signal 
given by Eq. (6), shows that the LOFI signal is amplified by the gain  eFG , with a maximum 
value given by  RFG  when working at the resonance frequency. Assuming that the detection of 
the heterodyne setup is limited by the detection noise [Eq. (17)], we can define the signal to 
noise ratio: 
   
 
F
hc
Hz/W106
pRR1R
FN
RS
9
outebsbs
Detector
eHetero






   . (31) 
With the experimental conditions ( mW8.8Pout   and Hz600F  ) corresponding to 
Figs. 2 and 3,  and using Eq. (31), one obtains a minimum effective reflectivity (SNR=1) of 
91023.2   which gives a heterodyne dynamic range of  dB87  a little bit higher than the best 
LOFI dynamic range of the LOFI setup (83 dB).   
 The comparison of the signal to noise ratio of the autodyne setup [Eq. (13)] and of the 
heterodyne setup [Eq. (31)] allows us to determine the real gain of the LOFI interferometer 
compared to the Michelson interferometer: 
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   
 
 
 
 Ropt
out
9
bsDetector
eHetero
eLaser
eeLOFI G
p
hc
Hz/W106
R2
1
FN
RS
F,FN
F,RS 







. (32) 
One can notice that, below the LOFI saturation level (as long as  eSate FRR  ), whatever 
the laser may be (as long as the following condition is satisfied:    RoptR FGFG  ) and whatever 
the shift frequency may be (as long as   FFF e ), the real gain of the LOFI setup is therefore 
given by the optimum value  Ropt FG  of the LOFI gain. 
For example, on Fig. 2, and for   FFF e , where the laser quantum noise is above the 
detection noise, we have for the LOFI detection:   
    dB20Hz600F,FN F,102RS e2Laser e
11
e
2
LOFI 
  , (33)  
which means that the LOFI signal is ten times more important than the laser quantum noise. 
Respectively, for the heterodyne detection using the Michelson interferometer, we have: 
     dB3.23Hz600FN 102RS 2Detector
11
e
2
Hetero 
  ,  (34)   
which means that the heterodyne signal is below the detection noise and therefore that the 
heterodyne detection of the target having an effective reflectivity of 11e 102R
  is impossible 
using this detection bandwidth. Finally, in agreement with the analytical prediction, one can 
determine from Eqs. (33) and (34) that the real advantage of the LOFI interferometer can be 
quantified by the optimum value of the LOFI gain:  
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   
 
   RoptDetector
eHetero
eLaser
eeLOFI G146dB65.21
FN
RS
F,FN
F,RS    (35)  
and this despite the fact that the LOFI experiment has been conducted with a laser having a very 
high LOFI gain compared to the optimum value:    Ropt3R FG105FG  . 
 
Using Eq. (32), one can compare the LOFI interferometer (autodyne setup) and the 
heterodyne   interferometer in a more general way. Indeed, for a detection noise level of 
Hz/W106 9 , we obtain the same value of the signal to noise ratio (i.e.   1FG Ropt  ) for the 
two kinds of interferometers, if the  laser output power is equal to 193 mW (i.e. 
s/photons101p 18out   when working at nm1064 ). In these conditions, both the 
heterodyne and the autodyne setup are shot noise limited [Eq. (16)]. Likewise, for a laser output 
power mW8.8Pout  , one obtains   1FG Ropt  , for a detection noise level as low as: 
Hz/W104 11 . Finally, we can conclude that compare to a heterodyne interferometer, the 
LOFI detection setup (autodyne interferometer) is competitive (   1FG Ropt  ) when working at a 
low power level, with a conventional noisy detection.  
 
5. CONCLUSION 
For a LOFI interferometer, involving a laser having relaxation oscillations, we have 
recalled that both the signal and the laser quantum noise can exhibit a strong amplification when 
the waves beating is realized at the resonance frequency (i.e. the laser relaxation frequency). The 
main advantage of the resonant amplification is to allow the laser quantum noise to be above the 
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detection noise in a frequency range close the laser relaxation frequency. Under these conditions, 
the signal to noise ratio of a LOFI setup is frequency independent and most importantly shot 
noise limited.  
To maximize the dynamic range of the LOFI setup, we have determined that the best 
value of the shift frequency is the frequency at which the laser quantum noise equals the 
detection noise level. Equivalently, when operating at the relaxation frequency, we have 
determined that the optimum value of the LOFI gain is simply given by the ratio between the 
power density levels of the detection noise and of the shot noise. In these conditions the dynamic 
range of an heterodyne interferometer and of an autodyne interferometer are roughly equivalent. 
We have also numerically demonstrated that a too high LOFI gain (compare to the optimum 
value) induces a decrease of the image quality (signal to noise and also contrast) by saturation 
effects. 
For given laser output power, target under investigation and detection noise level, we 
have compare the signal to noise ratio of a LOFI setup (autodyne interferometer) with a 
conventional Michelson interferometer (heterodyne interferometer). Irrespective of the LOFI 
gain (defined by the ratio between the cavity damping rate and the population-inversion damping 
rate of the laser), we have demonstrated that the real performance gain of an autodyne setup 
compared to a heterodyne setup is simply given by the optimum value of the LOFI already 
mentioned. From this study we have conclude that compare to a heterodyne interferometer, the 
LOFI detection setup (autodyne interferometer) is competitive (sensitivity, dynamic range) when 
the optimum value og the LOFI gain is greater than unity i.e. when working at a low laser power 
level, and/or with a conventional noisy detection.  
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Finally, one can also recall that, compared to the Michelson interferometer, the LOFI 
setup is always self-aligned and therefore is much more robust because it doesn’t need any 
complex alignment.  
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of the autodyne interferometer setup (a) and of the heterodyne 
interferometer setup (b) for scanning microscopy. L1, L2 and L3: Lenses, OI: Optical Isolator BS: 
Beam Splitter with a power reflectivity Rbs, GS: Galvanometric Scanner, RM: Reference Mirror 
with a unitary power reflectivity Rrm=1, FS Frequency Shifter with a round trip frequency-shift 
Fe, PD: Photodiode with a white noise spectrum. The lock-in amplifier is characterized by a 
bandwidth F around the reference frequency Fe. The laser output power is characterized by pout 
(photons/s), the target is characterized by its effective reflectivity 1R e  . 
 
Fig. 2. Normalized power spectra of the laser output power versus the normalized shift 
frequency. The Power spectra are normalized to the quantum shot noise with Hz600F   and 
s/photons107.4p 16out   ( mW8.8Pout  at nm1064 ): a) saturation level, b) autodyne signal 
( 11e 102R
  ; 2/1R bs  ) c) autodyne noise (laser quantum noise), d) heterodyne noise 
(detection noise), e) heterodyne signal ( 11e 102R
  ; 2/1R bs  ). Laser dynamical parameters 
corresponding to a conventional Nd3+:YAG microchip laser: 31c 105/  , 2 , 
18
c s105
 ,  141 s105  , kHz796FR  .  
 
Fig. 3. Normalized power spectra of the laser output power versus the normalized shift 
frequency. The Power spectra are normalized to the quantum shot noise with Hz600F   and 
s/photons107.4p 16out   ( mW8.8Pout  at nm1064 ): a) saturation level, b) autodyne signal 
( 11e 102R
  ; 2/1R bs  ) c) autodyne noise (laser quantum noise), d) heterodyne noise 
(detection noise), e) heterodyne signal ( 11e 102R
  ; 2/1R bs  ). Laser dynamical parameters 
corresponding to the optimum values: 146/ 1c  , 2 , 17c s106.8  ,  151 s109.2  , 
kHz796FR  .  
 
Fig. 4. Numerical 1D scans obtained from the measured laser output power modulation contrast 
of an autodyne interferometer, when the laser beam is scanned on reflectivity stairs composed of 
4 steps.  Experimental conditions: Laser output power, mW117Pout   
( s/photons1025.6p 17out   at nm1064 ); Laser relaxation frequency, MHz6.1FR  ; 
Autodyne modulation frequency, Re FF  . Step 1: (pixels 1 to 10), 0R 1,e  ; Step 2: (pixels 11 to 
20), 
100
10R
10
2,e

  Step 3: (pixels 21 to 30), 
4
10R
10
3,e

 ; Steps 4: (Pixels 31 to 40), 104,e 10R  .  
 
Top row:   5R 105FG  ; Bottom row:   4R 101FG  ; Left column:   Hz666T2/1F  ; 
Right column):   kHz6.66T2/1F  . 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of the autodyne interferometer setup (a) and of the heterodyne 
interferometer setup (b) for scanning microscopy. L1, L2 and L3: Lenses, OI: Optical Isolator BS: 
Beam Splitter with a power reflectivity Rbs, GS: Galvanometric Scanner, RM: Reference Mirror 
with a unitary power reflectivity Rrm=1, FS Frequency Shifter with a round trip frequency-shift 
Fe, PD: Photodiode with a white noise spectrum. The lock-in amplifier is characterized by a 
bandwidth F around the reference frequency Fe. The laser output power is characterized by pout 
(photons/s), the target is characterized by its effective reflectivity 1R e  . 
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Fig. 2. Normalized power spectra of the laser output power versus the normalized shift 
frequency. The Power spectra are normalized to the quantum shot noise with Hz600F   and 
s/photons107.4p 16out   ( mW8.8Pout  at nm1064 ): a) saturation level, b) autodyne signal 
( 11e 102R
  ; 2/1R bs  ) c) autodyne noise (laser quantum noise), d) heterodyne noise 
(detection noise), e) heterodyne signal ( 11e 102R
  ; 2/1R bs  ). Laser dynamical parameters 
corresponding to a conventional Nd3+:YAG microchip laser: 31c 105/  , 2 , 
18
c s105
 ,  141 s105  , kHz796FR  .  
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Fig. 3. Normalized power spectra of the laser output power versus the normalized shift 
frequency. The Power spectra are normalized to the quantum shot noise with Hz600F   and 
s/photons107.4p 16out   ( mW8.8Pout  at nm1064 ): a) saturation level, b) autodyne signal 
( 11e 102R
  ; 2/1R bs  ) c) autodyne noise (laser quantum noise), d) heterodyne noise 
(detection noise), e) heterodyne signal ( 11e 102R
  ; 2/1R bs  ). Laser dynamical parameters 
corresponding to the optimum values: 146/ 1c  , 2 , 17c s106.8  ,  151 s109.2  , 
kHz796FR  .  
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Fig. 4. Numerical 1D scans obtained from the measured laser output power modulation contrast 
of an autodyne interferometer, when the laser beam is scanned on reflectivity stairs composed of 
4 steps.  Experimental conditions: Laser output power, mW117Pout   
( s/photons1025.6p 17out   at nm1064 ); Laser relaxation frequency, MHz6.1FR  ; 
Autodyne modulation frequency, Re FF  . Step 1: (pixels 1 to 10), 0R 1,e  ; Step 2: (pixels 11 to 
20), 
100
10R
10
2,e

  Step 3: (pixels 21 to 30), 
4
10R
10
3,e

 ; Steps 4: (Pixels 31 to 40), 104,e 10R  .  
 
Top row:   5R 105FG  ; Bottom row:   4R 101FG  ; Left column:   Hz666T2/1F  ; 
Right column):   kHz6.66T2/1F  . 
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Table 1. Modulation contrast (MC) and signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the LOFI images 
(Figs. 4) obtained with the laser having the lower value LOFI gain (   4R 101FG  ). 
Numerical results are in bold while the analytical results are written in italics between 
parentheses.  
 
Re 0 1210x1   1110x5.2   1010x1   
Hz666F   
MC(%) 
SNR 
 
0.1 (0) 
1 (1) 
 
1.9 (2.0) 
19.4 (21.7) 
 
 9.9 (9.9) 
100.3 (108.3) 
 
19.8 (19.9) 
200.6 (216.5) 
kHz6.66F   
MC(%) 
SNR 
 
1.0 (0) 
1 (1) 
 
1.9 (2.0) 
1.9 (2.2) 
 
 10.1 (9.9) 
10.1 (10.8) 
 
19.6 (19.9) 
19.6 (21.7) 
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Table 2. Modulation contrast (MC) and signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the LOFI images 
(Figs. 4) obtained with the laser having the higher value LOFI gain (   5R 105FG  ). 
Numerical results are in bold while the analytical results are written in italics between 
parentheses.  
 
Re 0 1210x1   1110x5.2   1010x1   
Hz666F   
MC(%) 
SNR  
 
2 (0) 
1 (1) 
 
20.3 (100) 
9.8 (21.7) 
 
43.4 (500) 
21.1 (108.3) 
 
56.8 (1000) 
27.6 (216.5) 
kHz6.66F   
MC(%) 
SNR  
 
10.7 (0) 
1 (1) 
 
25.6 (100) 
2.4 (2.2) 
 
45.6 (500) 
4.3 (10.8) 
 
56.0 (1000) 
5.2 (21.7) 
 
 
